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Adama and Tadama. They next extracted from the Ras
a promise that he would feed his army regularly, once a
week. That done they advanced and occupied Wadara,
whence the Italian patrols had just withdrawn.
Thus the situation in Sidamo was most precarious ; and
it was only later that reinforcements totalling about ten
thousand were stationed in Desta's rear and to the west
of him, along the Addis Ababa-Mega motor road. Nasibu
was informed by the Emperor, quite rightly, that a
demonstration was needed in the Ogaden to cover these
activities. He decided therefore to advance and occupy
on a wide front, step by step, vaguely determining upon an
ultimate objective, the plain of Gorahai.
First Shefara was sent with his five hundred men from
Daggahbur to Jigo, a hilly position south of Daggahmodo,
where he was positively of use at last. He massacred Somali
bandas who were creeping in upon the left of Bayenna
Mared. Dedjaz Makonnen left the neighbourhood of Jijiga
in mid-February, went back along the Harrar road to
Babilli, and made speed down to Daggahmodo by the new
lorry road, then in far better condition than the old Ogaden
roads to the east which were thick in skid-dust. Abebe
abandoned Daggahmodo in front of him and advanced
by the direct caravan route which leads through bush to
Danan without passing Jigo : he occupied Malenko
without resistance. The bandas had frequently squatted
in it, but at the moment it was empty of them. At the
very end of February, however, Abebe led a small party
of his men down the Danan path to effect a smart sur-
prise by night upon this Italian front screen, and killed
a large number.
This action, like that at Jigo, followed a pattern long
advised by the Turks Farouk and Tarik Bey at Jijiga. Since
organised offensive and organised defence both depend upon
fire power, in which the Ethiopians were pathetically inferior
to their enemy, the Turks pressed upon Nasibu the following
tactic : to form bands of anything from thirty to four
hundred men, good shots under tried leaders, to establish
-tbese with independent camel transport, and to send them
out upon night surprises. Their instructions were to attack,
massacre, loot arms and food, but not to hold the position :

